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Always close, siblings Wilhelm and Lorelei now share 
bone marrow.

Their family first came to RMH in 2017 when Wilhelm was 
an infant in need of heart surgery. They returned four years 
later for a bone marrow transplant to treat their son’s rare 
genetic disease. Lorelei was her big brother’s donor.

Separated by COVID, this photo captures their reunion on 
the day Lorelei donated her bone marrow for Wilhelm.

Siblings share so much. Nothing could be more 
true for Wilhelm and his baby sister, Lorelei.

Wilhelm first arrived at Ronald McDonald House in 2017 
as in infant in need of heart surgery. He was the first child 
of Stephen and Julia from Jacksonville, NC.

Stephen and Julia stayed at RMH during Wilhelm’s 
recovery from heart surgery. Then they returned home to 
their “normal” lives with their newly healed baby boy.

Fast forward three years, and Wilhelm was once again very 
sick. Finally, a rare genetic blood disease was diagnosed 
that explained both his early heart issues as well as new, 
life-threatening bone marrow insuffiency.

A bone marrow transplant was recommended. While it 
would not cure Wilhelm’s disease, it could address some of 
the more dangerous symptoms. The family needed just one 
thing: a donor.

In stepped Wilhelm’s little sister, Lorelei. 

Like many RMH siblings, Lorelei gave her brother the gift of 
new life by donating her own bone marrow cells.

Wilhelm received his transplant in September, and the 
family checked out of RMH on November 6. They are now 
at home again in Jacksonville. 

Wilhelm and Lorelei are together again for the holidays. 
The greater gift is that the siblings are connected for life.

Your kindness keeps families together during 
children’s critical-care treatment. Thank you!

 Love Notes
HOW YOUR LOVE KEEPS FAMILIES CLOSE IN RALEIGH-DURHAM



The miracle of hospitality.

A couple awaits the birth of a child. Doctors have concerns, 
and the parents-to-be are sent to a hospital three hours from 
home to wait for their baby’s arrival.

A boy born in Tennessee with a life-threatening disease 
needs a transplant to survive. His parents will do anything 
to save him. They pack their things for a journey of unknown 
duration and head east to NC.

A little girl born at 28 weeks needs the support of an 
intensive-care nursery her county hospital doesn’t have.

These are the stories of families living with us 
right now in Durham and Raleigh. Their journeys 
differ, but they have one thing in common: they 
each need the miracle of hospitality.

We’ve entered the season of waiting and the season of 
hospitality. There are strangers — families just like yours and 
mine — that have no place to lay their heads while their 
small children fight big battles.

We’re heartened every day at the love from our community 
(that’s you!) that supports and sustains families through the 
ups and downs of serious childhood illness and injury.

Your gifts of money, your time, and your involvement, the 
effort you take to collect pop tabs for the cause, to deliver 
houshold supplies, meals and snacks — these things mean 
more to parents and families than we can express.

You are the “welcome home” at the end of long 
days at the hospital. 

You are the kind stranger who doesn’t 
know the details of the story but 
understands the need.

You are the miracle of hospitality, 
over the holidays and every day. 

Wishing comfort and joy to you and
those you love.

With gratitude,

Oie Osterkamp
Executive Director

Dear RMH staff and supporters,

     On October 16, 2018, my husband Matt and I were offered a room at RMH while our 4-day-old son, Paxton, was 
fighting for his life in the Duke pediatric cardiac ICU. We stayed until November 5, when he was able to come home after 
heart surgery. 

     Since then we have asked for donations for RMH, instead of gifts, for his birthday. We couldn’t do this last year 
because of COVID, but we hope to be able to continue the tradition next year. 

     Without the availability of a room for us in 2018, we would 
have had to drive back and forth to Greenville, NC, every day. You 
provided us with a safe place to stay and we were able to be with 
our son all hours of the day and night. We will never be able to 
repay Ronald McDonald House for the generosity. Thank you so 
much for everything you did for us while we were in your care.

Much love,
Courney Morris, Paxton’s Mom

Left: Paxton today, 3 years old and full of energy.

A Holiday Note to Friends of Ronald McDonald House:



Updates from the House...

For two years, we’ve shared in our Love Notes 
newsletter the progress of two teenagers 
waiting for life-saving kidney transplants.

They are Kelvin, now 20 years old, and Himani, 16.

Their stories touch us not only because we have empathy 
for the challenges they’ve faced, but also because they are 
now family to us — as they are to many of you who have 
served them as volunteers these past few years. 

Between these teens, their families have lived at Ronald 
McDonald House for 1,791 days.

It is our great pleasure to report that Himani received the 
gift of a kidney transplant from a living donor earlier this 
year. She is at home now with her parents and little brother 
and doing very well. They stopped in this week to say hello 
while in town for a follow-up appointment.

At the time of the writing of this article, Kelvin is back at 
RMH, this time preparing for his own kidney transplant, 
scheduled for the day this newsletter goes to print. Again, 
an anonymous living donor has offered a sacrificial gift to 
a stranger, offering the promise of new life.

Thank you for following their journeys and for 
your role in supporting these couragerous kids 
and their families for 1,791 days!

Himani and her mom stopped by on a recent visit to Duke.

Kelvin graduated from high school while waiting for a 
kidney to become available from a living donor.

The Family Room at WakeMed Children’s Hospital will soon 
reopen to serve parents and caregivers. Family Rooms 
offer space for quiet contemplation, free drinks, meals, and 
snacks, and other support right on the pediatric floor.

We’re excitedly preparing for the reopening of 
the Ronald McDonald Family Room at WakeMed 
after temporarily closing because of COVID.

During the pandemic when volunteer programs were 
closed, the Family Rooms were offered by RMH to our 
partner hospitals as respite and staging areas for hospital 
staff. RMH continued to provide snacks and supplies to 
staff, who in turn shared them with families of patients.

The reopening of the 
WakeMed Family
Room is a positive 
step forward, and
we are thrilled! 


